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Crawford This is a non-canon story. Harry lets the Wizarding World know the truths about all the lies and
manipulations that abound. He shakes Magical Britains very foundations. There is slight reference to slash and
male pregnancy, but only as something that happened in the past. Spankings T rating for mild cursing. That
honor belongs to J. I am a huge fan of hers and like living in her made up world so much I finally decided to
write my own stories to use in her world. I hope she sees this as the honor I mean for it to be. This story is not
canon by any means. I am sorry to say that there are some characters I despise, even though JKR meant for
them to be the good guys. Sorry there will be bashing in this story. I can guarantee that Dumbledore, Snape
and Molly Weasley will be included in that. This story will be a one or two-shot at the most. I am trying to
write a longer story, but this keeps getting in the way. Review if you want, but know I am writing my very
first story and I will listen to critics about spelling and such. I would love any positive feedback, but if it is the
actual content of the story, I will not let you offend me. We all have our opinions and this is mine. I know this
will be more Americanized than it should be, but I am an American. Sorry if that offends anybody who thinks
it should be a more English format. Please enjoy it the way it is meant for you too. A few special notes. This
story will also mention gay marriage and male pregnancy, but nothing explicit. I would rate it T just in case of
cursing. He was angry and trying to keep them from realizing just how angry he was. There at the head table
was that manipulative old fool Dumbledore, a man he had looked up to and admired until he learned the truth
about him. Now all he wanted to do was make sure the man paid for his crimes. He wanted to make sure that
face never had a twinkle in his eyes again. And there also was Snape, a stinking, snivelling coward who had
helped ruin his life. He needed to stop thinking that way or he would be in trouble again. He noticed the
sorting was done as he and Hermione made their way to the Gryffindor table to where the first friend he had
ever made was sitting. Ron Weasley was a tall gangly red-headed boy that he had met on his first trip on the
Hogwarts Express. Every since then they had been best mates, but now he had also learned the truth about him
and it took everything in him to sit down beside him like nothing was wrong. He knew he needed to be close
to Ron though for just the right moment. Professor McGonagall and Professor Flitwick were both making their
way to the head table now, since the tiny Professor had put away the Sorting Hat and stool. He had to do the
sorting since McGonagall had called Harry and Hermione aside as soon as they entered the castle. Just
thinking about the time in her office had his cheeks tinting red again. Why did Professor Lupin send that note
ahead telling her he had passed out on the train? Over at the Slytherin table he noticed that Malfoy was
entertaining his friends by pretending to pass out. He knew this was because of him fainting on the train, but it
made his insides squirm in anger anyway. He had made sure they had received the invites hours ago. It was
going to be a monumental moment that was for sure. He was rubbing his hands together in glee on the inside,
just thinking of the chaos that he was going to cause. Evidently his Marauder side was coming out in spades
now. He felt the stares from almost all in the Great Hall, and he knew it was because quite a few were upset
that he had disappeared for more than three weeks this summer, while most actually thought he had been
murdered, and some probably hoped he had been. McGonagall had demanded to know where he had been
while he was in her office, and got really angry at him when he refused to tell her. Potter, the Headmaster is
your magical guardian, and he asked me to find out where you were, and furthermore I do not appreciate your
cheek," she exclaimed angrily. Potter, you may wait outside while I speak to Miss Granger about her schedule,
and we will go to the feast together. I will also be taking ten points from you for your attitude. He had felt the
point loss was unjust, but as he knew that he was going to be getting back at those present he just decided to
use the anger when the time was right. Just as he turned to stare at the doors of the Great Hall waiting for them
to open and admit his guests he noticed that McGonagall was talking to Dumbledore. The man turned to glare
at him angrily as did Snape who evidently was listening in on their conversation but this just made him smirk.
As the plates were finally cleaned and Dumbledore stood to give his start of term speech the door opened
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admitting quite a few people to the shock of all those in the Hall, only Harry was unsurprised by their
admittance. Most, both students and staff were actually gaping as the people entered. Harry was
metaphorically rubbing his hands in excitement as the moment he had been waiting for all through dinner
finally arrived. I take it that you were not the one to send such an invitation then? You are once again letting
your arrogance show," snapped Snape. The Gryffindor counter was the only one showing any points at all.
Potter, you will fix the counter and also serve your detentions with Professor Snape, and you will also be
losing another ten points for being disrespectful to your Professor," Dumbledore argued sternly. But everyone
once again noticed that the points stayed the same, even with Dumbledore removing points. This was shocking
to everyone but Harry and the Goblins. It is exactly how it is meant to be. It will remove points that are
deserved as well as only giving those earned, just the way the Founders intended. That way no professor, no
matter who they are, can punish or reward a student unfairly. Which is what it states emphatically in Hogwarts
a History, the original version. But before we go there I have a couple of questions myself that I need to ask.
Madam Bones and Mr. Moody did you bring the bottles of Veritaserum that I asked you to bring? By the way
Mrs. Especially after the things I found out about you this summer. I have no idea," she stammered
unconvincingly. Moody do you have that Veritaserum? Madam Bones as you are the Head of the DMLE I will
let you decide what is to be our first topic of conversation, or should I say who we will be discussing first.
While you are deciding where you want to start, I need Rita Skeeter to come forward please. What did you
want Mr. Maybe you did not notice the goblins standing by my side. They are two of the highest officials in
the Goblin Nation, and they have promised to make sure only the truth will be told, and trust me they have the
power to make sure that is true. Both have promised they will protect my rights against all and any who try to
walk all over me. What do I have to say? So I swear it! So mote it be! She then turned to Harry and said,
"Now it is your turn. But the Minister was the one that asked the question. Potter why did you claim that is
your name? Your name is Harry James Potter, everyone knows that. I was there when you were born and that
was not the name you were given. Have, you chosen where you want to start Madam Bones? He will kill all of
us," shouted a lot of people. Black," Dumbledore stated importantly. The secret passages have also been
closed for the night. A blaze of fire lit up beside Dumbledore, and a beautiful red and gold Phoenix appeared
when the fire dissipated. Potter this has gone on long enough. I demand you stop this nonsense at once,"
ordered McGonagall. It is time for the wizarding world to learn the truth, and I am determined to make sure
they do just that. Do you agree that my oath will prove that? Potter, you will have to tell the truth or risk losing
your magic and life," she acknowledged. So we were going to talk about Sirius Black. The first thing I have to
say is Sirius Black is innocent! He did not betray my parents! He did not kill Pettigrew!
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I always wanted to do a video about Adrienne Bailon. In this video I will exposed all of her mischievous deeds. Some
you may know and some you don't.

They are led by Mikey Kudo. During the series, they recruit Nene Amano and Christopher Aonuma. He excels
in all sports and has a charming personality that wins over humans and Digimon alike, though he has a
tendency to overexert himself. Aside from his charisma, Mikey has proven himself to be an excellent
strategist, able to see through the plans of his enemies and counter them accordingly, making his presence a
necessity for the team. Unlike other members, Mikey can hear the melody of Digimon that are in
life-threatening danger. During their travels, they meet many friendly Digimon who join their cause. They
encounter the rival group Blue Flare. They face the evil minions of the Bagra Army as well as Team Midnight.
There, Mikey learns that time on Earth is far slower than in the Digital World before he attempts to find a way
back to the Digital World to save it. By then, the one who gave him his Fusion Loader is revealed to be
Omnimon, who reveals the origin of the DigiCards as well as the history of the Digital World and tells them
how he ended up on Earth as a DigiCard and has been searching for someone who could hear him, which turns
out to be Mikey, as only he can hear the Digital Melody. After enabling Shoutmon to digivolve into
OmniShoutmon, in order to do battle, defeat and ultimately destroy Tactimon, Mikey returns to the Digital
World with Shoutmon. Upon returning to the Digital World, Mikey and Shoutmon learn that Bagramon had it
reconstructed into a realm composed of the Bagra Fortress and seven kingdoms, each ruled by a Dark General
with their very own Darkness Loader. Reunited with the other Fusion Fighters, Mikey and Nene convince
Christopher to join forces with them and they set to travel together through the Kingdoms to challenge the
Dark Generals and liberate the Digital World from Bagramon. One year later, Mikey, now in eighth grade,
formed a street basketball team "Xros Heart" with Ewan and Tagiru. He is revealed to be one of the six
Legendary Heroes of the Digimon Multiverse. He enjoys singing and wields a microphone for leisure and to
help in combat, his chances of winning depending on the amount of passion he has. He ultimately fused
himself with all the Digimon members of both the Fusion Fighters and Blue Flare, the restored Digimon which
comprised the DigiCards, ally Digimon met during the course of his journey through the Zones and Lands of
the Digital World, former enemies, as well as the remaining Digimon inhabitants of the Digital World to take
down DarknessBagramon and save both the Digital World and the Earth. After the battle against
MegaDarknessBagramon, Shoutmon works hard to improve the newly reformed Digital World as the new
Digimon King, until several Digimon start disappearing into DigiQuartz and he joins forces with Mikey once
again looking to find the reason for it. This form is occasionally equipped with the Star Axe. As a result,
Shoutmon becomes able to fight on his own with much more power than any of his previous DigiFused forms
possessed. His signature move is "Brave Beat Rock Double Fusion" "Brave Beat Rock Double Xros" in the
original Japanese , either consuming himself in energy while ramming an opponent or launching two
overlapping energy crosses hued in red and blue, the respective colors of the Fusion Fighters and Blue Flare.
Its tail and pinions fuse into the Soul Calibur, with a small panel folding down on the upper body to cover
where the tail detached. It has the OmniShoutmon and ZekeGreymon components in the same places as X7,
except that the X7 head stays on the left pauldron. This form only appears in the manga. In the English dub,
Starmon speaks in the style of Elvis Presley. The Pickmon come in three varieties: He accompanies the Fusion
Fighters and acts as their guide. She assists Mikey and Shoutmon when they returned to the Digital World,
updating them on what occurred in their absence and rescuing the other Fusion Fighters from the fearsome
Dark General Dorbickmon. After some inspiring words from Shoutmon to follow his dream, ChibiTortomon
helps the Fusion Fighters against Octomon before joining the group. As a member of the Fusion Fighters,
ChibiTortomon serves as an underwater scout and enables Digimon he is Digifused with to breathe and swim
freely underwater. He was presented by Wisemon to help Mikey with water support. Even though the English
dub refers to him as ChibiTortomon, he is listed as ChibiKamemon in the credits. Though her role in the
Fusion Fighters is small, Beastmon played a role in the formation of GreatestCutemon and took down the
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enlarged Tyutyumon singlehanded, before eating him due to her feline instincts. He serves as the leader of the
PawnChessmon unit. In the Japanese version, they tend to say "Chess" at the end of their sentences. He was
looking for a treasure in a diamond mine when he ran into the Fusion Fighters. When Laylamon forcibly
teleported the Fusion Fighters out of the Sand Zone, Deputymon was taken with them, officially making him a
part of the team, with the main role of tracker. In his DigiFusions with Beelzemon and Ballistamon, he
provides each with additional fire power. In the English dub, Deputymon speaks in a Western accent and his
gun parts were recolored to blue. He occasionally assisted Laylamon during her attacks on the Lake Zone and
later in the Sand Zone, where he halts his attack on Mikey when the goddess that his order revered deemed
him a warrior for their cause. In his current state, Beelzemon is a powerful Demon Lord Digimon, armed with
a large gun attached to his right arm and the ability to move through Zones on his own. He is revived in the
final battle with DarknessBagramon and reciprocates the love Mervamon feels for him just before the final
battle ensues. Shoutmon still teases him about him and Mervamon. When DigiFused with Shoutmon,
Puppetmon provides Shoutmon with wooden armor and upgrades his microphone into a hammer. Wisemon
wanted to research Mikey in various ways. He assists Mikey in saving the rest of the Fusion Fighters from
Arukadhimon at the cost of his book. Mikey discovered, upon arrival in the Warrior Zone, that Wisemon had
joined up with them. Angie Hinomoto[ edit ] Voiced by: Angie lives with her family, taking care of her three
younger siblings. She stated to play shooting games with one of them, which helped in the Island Zone
sub-arc. At one point, she and Mikey became close friends. At the beginning of the series, Angie arrives at the
Digital World. She even suggests they track down another human when hearing about two other Generals
being in the Digital World, thinking that they might know how to get home. When hearing about the Code
Crown and the dreams of being Digimon King, she goes with it, thinking that if Shoutmon becomes King,
they will be able to go home. After forming the Fusion Fighters United Army and retreating to a separate
subspace, they reunite with Cutemon. Mikey tried to hide the existence of the DigiQuartz from her and Jeremy
in order to protect them, but she eventually learned the truth when Mikey was targeted by SuperStarmon.
Dorulumon[ edit ] Voiced by: Though he rejected repeated offers from Mikey to join the Fusion Fighters,
preferring to travel alone, while aiding Cutemon in finding his parents, Dorulumon became a Fusion Fighter to
honor his fallen friend BlueMeramon. He forms the lower body and right shoulder of Shoutmon X3 and
subsequent forms. During the final battle against Quartzmon, Angie receives a Fusion Loader and Dorulumon
becomes one of her partners. It only appears in the manga. Cutemon[ edit ] Voiced by: Being the only one of
his village to have escaped from the Bagra Army, Cutemon was found by Dorulumon as the two search for his
abducted parents. Cutemon encountered Angie while in the Village of Light, taking a liking to her and her
friends before eventually joining the team as their healer. In the process, Cutemon manages to find his parents
but remains with the Fusion Fighters. An exceedingly sensible person, he insists on troublesome things like
how etiquette in a duel should be properly implemented. Because of this, Mikey feels awkward around his
presence and Angie very obviously tries to chase him away. His parents run a mechanic-type business. Thanks
to this, he is knowledgeable about machines and does repairs to Ballistamon. He also has a severe crush on
Nene Amano, which sometimes leads him to make a fool of himself. After returning to the human world,
Mikey leaves Jeremy behind. Mikey tried to hide the existence of DigiQuartz from him and Angie in order to
protect them, but Mikey tells Jeremy after being attacked by SuperStarmon. In the fight against Quartzmon,
Jeremy receives a cerulean Fusion Loader, and owns Ballistamon and Deputymon as partners. The force of the
impact caused DarkVolumon to shut down, as he was found by Shoutmon, who repaired and reconfigured
him. With most of his memories lost, DarkVolumon was rechristened "Ballistamon" by Shoutmon and became
his friend. As a member of the Fusion Fighters, Ballistamon forms the main body of Shoutmon X2 and the left
shoulder, lower torso, and arms of Shoutmon X3 and subsequent forms. Before the final battle against
Quartzmon, Jeremy received a Fusion Loader and Ballistamon officially became his partner along with
Deputymon. DigiFuse of Ballistamon and Beastmon. Christopher Aonuma[ edit ] Voiced by: Before coming
to the Digital World, he is the son of the CEO of the Aonuma Group, who is mistreated to mold him into a
successor by sending him to an elite school. After his parents died in an accident, Christopher lost his estate.
Soon after, Christopher formed Team Blue Flare, a group that reflects his ambition to be strong and
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undisputed. Christopher originally had an interest in Mikey because of his strength and abilities, helping him
at times to persuade Mikey to join his army before considering him a worthy rival. Christopher decided to join
forces with Nene Amano before ending their partnership in the Jungle Zone, when she tries to force him to
torture a defeated Stingmon for information, seeing such an action beneath him. Since then, now seeing Mikey
as a worthy rival to him, Christopher aided the Fusion Fighters prior to losing his Code Crown fragments to
Bagramon, with his group the only active resistance against the Bagra Army by the time Mikey and Shoutmon
return from Earth. In Canyon Land, Christopher came up with a very dangerous plan to attack Gravimon.
However, when Deckerdramon sacrifices himself to protect everyone, Christopher received closure when his
father tells him that he was proud of him and that he was not alone anymore, enabling Shoutmon X7 to be
born. After the final defeat of the Dark Generals and the death of Axeknightmon, Christopher helped fight in
the final battle against Bagramon. Learning of the Digimon Hunt, Christopher was skeptical of its true purpose
and resolved to investigate it around the world. He tells Mikey and the others that, although he will continue
investigating the Digimon Hunt and DigiQuartz, he will act separately and tells Mikey to look after Japan until
they meet again. Christopher and Nene return to Japan to defeat Quartzmon. Like his human partner, Greymon
valued strength above everything else and had no respect for Shoutmon as he tends to insult his size. Prior to
being formerly introduced to the Fusion Fighters at the Lake Zone, Greymon appeared when Christopher
needed to execute hit and run attacks on the Bagra Army. His signature move is Giga Blaster. ZekeGreymon is
clad in golden armor and his final attack is Final Trident Strike. He forms the armor of MetalGreymon. Neil
Kaplan A fearsome cyborg dragonoid with a lance as his weapon. This version of Cyberdramon is much
different from the original one. An armored, metallic, crocodile Digimon armed with powerful weaponry,
including his Crocodile Cannons.
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The mischievous one either a) is telling the truth, and thus is more honest than sometimes, and so will truthfully answer
"no," or b) is lying, therefore currently maximally dishonest, and so will falsely answer "no.".

Here are 11 facts about the impish rabbit, who debuted 75 years ago this week. Bugs Bunny might not exist if
not for a time crunch. Faced with the deadline, Bob Clampett decided to reuse some of the jokes that he had
left over from Duck Hunt. Over the next few years, they tinkered with the character until it wound up with Tex
Avery, Bob Givens, and Mel Blanc, who together would create Bugs Bunny. He showed up in a short called A
Wild Hare. During his inception, Bugs director I. His mannerisms were partially inspired by Clark Gable. The
character also took inspiration from Groucho Marx. The creators were worried he would seem like a bully. We
wanted him to be a nice person. He does occasionally lose to Elmer Fudd. He made cameos in World War II
military propaganda. Bugs Bunny shows up in several Private Snafu shorts , instructional cartoons designed to
educate U. The films were classified information, and even workers who put together the animations at
Warner Bros. Bugs shows up on Seinfeld. Psychologists use him to study false memories. In several
psychological studies about false beliefs, scientists have shown people fake advertisements for Disney World
featuring Bugs Bunny. A significant portion of subjects then claimed to remember going to Disney and
meeting Bugs, even though a Warner Bros. Bugs Bunny has saved lives. In , Blanc got in a serious car
accident that left him in a coma for weeks.
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The middle princess is mischievous and tells the truth sometimes and lies the rest of the time. As you will be forever
married to one of the princesses, you want to marry the eldest (truth-teller) or the youngest (liar) because at least you
know where you stand with them.

Learning that Player is trying to help Donald and Goofy rebuild their Gummi Ship in order to return home, the
King sends Chip and Dale to help finish the ship. Mickey speculates that a force other than his Star Shard led
him there, remaining unaware that Foreteller Invi is watching him from a nearby rooftop. Gummi Block Battle
Pt. He and Pete sailed the steamboat Willie throughout Timeless River. Four times, Mickey appears at scenes
of trouble, either in peril or appearing to be so , saving the day, or both. On one such occasion, his house is
attacked by hordes of Heartless and a mini black hole that sucks up all his furniture. After each time Sora
helps him out, Mickey shakes his hand and leads him to another scene of peril. At some point, Mickey gains
knowledge of the Keyblade and begins to study them, as well as how to travel to other worlds. Eventually, he
travels to Country of the Musketeers to solve a problem, along with Donald and Goofy. His task while here is
to protect Minnie , who would eventually join him in ruling over Disney Castle. At another point in time, he
finds his way to the Mysterious Tower , where Master Yen Sid takes him in as an apprentice. By enchanting
the brooms, he has them do his chores and eventually decides to take a nap, only to awaken and find that the
spell has gone horribly wrong and chaos is running rampant, with the entire tower flooded. Despite his
mistakes, Yen Sid keeps him on as his apprentice and Mickey eventually is able to wield the Star Seeker
Keyblade. The Star Shard knew that Mickey needed to be there to save Ventus. When Ventus loses a fight
with Vanitas, he steps in to help. He is whisked off to Neverland when the battle ends, telling Aqua to not
worry about him. While exploring Neverland , Mickey is ambushed by Vanitas and knocked unconscious,
who then proceeds to kidnap Mickey and take him to the Keyblade Graveyard. Ven tries to help Mickey when
he finds out about it, only for them to both get sucked into a vortex. Mickey is left stranded in space before
Aqua finds him and takes him back to the Mysterious Tower. Mickey guards Aqua from a possessed Ventus.
Later, after Aqua leaves with Ventus to find him a safe place, Mickey sorrowfully hands in the Star Shard and
his Star Seeker Keyblade, thinking he has failed to reach his goal and disappointed his master, and begins to
leave. Before he departs, however, Master Yen Sid hands him back the Keyblade with a smile, showing him
that he is indeed worthy of the title of Keyblade Master. Mickey then happily accepts it. After the barriers
between the worlds shatter, causing meteors to fall from the sky, Mickey realizes the threat that the Darkness
presents. Mickey seeks help for his concerns and the danger he expects. Inspecting the meteors, Mickey found
they had a similar property to the Star Shard. Gathering up enough of the raw material, Mickey built his first
Gummi Ship , using it to travel in search of any world that was in danger of the Darkness. They would discuss
many topics. At one point, Mickey visited Ansem to discuss the growing threat the Heartless posed to the
stability of the worlds. Sometime during these years, Scrooge and Mickey traveled together to create a transit
system. There will always be a door to the light. He left a note instructing his friends, Donald and Goofy, to
"find the Key ", and arrived in Traverse Town at the same time as Sora. Keeping himself out of sight, he
located a Corridor of Darkness leading into the dark realm, and passed through it followed by his dog, Pluto.
After a brief reunion, they are attacked by a swarm of Heartless, but manage to defeat them. Mickey is
surprised that he has finally found Aqua, and she explains how her sacrifice to save Terra-Xehanort from
sinking into darkness trapped her there. Afterward, she joins him on his journey through the Realm of
Darkness to find the Keyblade. Eventually, the pair arrive at the wreckage of Destiny Islands and are
intercepted by a massive swarm of Heartless at the entrance to the Secret Place. After defeating the Heartless,
they enter the cave and discover the Keyblade, but just as Mickey acquires it, they spot Riku, whose body had
been stolen by Ansem, Seeker of Darkness , being chased by a swarm of Heartless. Although Sora is reluctant
to leave Mickey and Riku trapped within the Realm of Darkness, Mickey assures them that there will always
be the Door to Light, and thanks Donald and Goofy for their loyalty. Kingdom Hearts Chain of Memories[
edit ] "Your darkness belongs to you, just the same way your light does. Up til now, I thought darkness was
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something that should never exist. Then I spent time with you and changed my mind. Light and dark, back to
back. Although Sora, Donald and Goofy initially enter Castle Oblivion believing the King to be there, Mickey
is only able to send a bit of his light to help Riku in the twelfth basement, when he is attacked by Ansem.
When Riku enters the eleventh basement, Mickey is able to project an image of himself, and he makes Riku
promise to keep fighting the darkness, while promising to find a way to where Riku is. Mickey promises to
save Riku if he is defeated by Ansem. Mickey accompanies Riku to the entrance to the first basement, where
Riku intends to face Ansem once and for all. Riku asks Mickey to let him face Ansem alone, and he tries to
get Mickey to promise to destroy him if Ansem possesses him again. Mickey refuses and promises instead to
rescue Riku, no matter what. When Riku thanks "[his] Majesty", Mickey laughs and says that, as a friend,
Riku can just call him "Mickey". Mickey and Riku leave the castle, wearing the black coats given to them by
DiZ, who they encounter at the crossroads. He asks Riku whether he has chosen to follow the roads of light or
darkness. Riku instead chooses the "road to dawn", and he and Mickey continue on. Some time after this, the
two of them walk through The Great Maw , where Riku momentarily collapses under the strain of the darkness
in his heart. Although a concerned Mickey tries to help, Riku shrugs him off. Initially perceiving him as an
enemy, Mickey readies his Keyblade to attack until Riku calmly ties his blindfold into place, shocking Mickey
as he reverts to his true self. Mickey is left confused, but Riku further explains that the Organization used the
memories they stolen from Sora at Castle Oblivion to create a copy of Sora to do their bidding; if Sora does
not get his memories of Kairi back, he will remain asleep. Mickey urges Riku to let him help, but the latter
declines. Revealing his plans to face a member of the Organization soon and his insecurity about surviving the
fight, Riku makes Mickey promise to guide and protect Sora and their friends once they awaken. As Sora,
Donald, and Goofy have been asleep for a year and remain unaware of recent events, Mickey pays a visit to
Yen Sid to ask him to brief the trio on the threat of the Nobodies. To help them get to the Mysterious Tower ,
Mickey rides a train provided by his teacher back to Twilight Town. Not wanting Sora and Kairi to know
about his condition, Riku pleads with Mickey not to reveal his whereabouts or his condition to Sora, and
Mickey reluctantly agrees. After the battle, he hands Sora the pouch of munny Riku gave him and instructs
him to visit his mentor, Yen Sid, running off afterward. This information is based on alternate scenes or
materials and is not considered canon within the overall plot of the series. If Sora falls in battle against certain
enemies, the King will arrive to stall the enemy and restore Sora to full health. At Hollow Bastion , Mickey
reveals the truth about "Ansem", but is reluctant to reveal any information on Riku. He then aides the group in
fending off the Heartless that Maleficent has summoned to destroy Radiant Garden. Initially, he orders Sora,
Donald, and Goofy to leave Hollow Bastion and leave the Heartless to them, but Donald and Goofy go against
his orders when they realize how desperate Sora is to help Leon. He later confronts them after they defeat
Demyx , at first appearing angry, but soon simply decides to allow them to help. When Goofy apparently dies
after taking a nasty blow to the head while saving Mickey from the same fate, Mickey swears that the
Heartless would pay and permanently discards his Organization XIII disguise. They are later relieved to
discover that Goofy was only unconscious. When they enter the world, Mickey goes ahead of Sora to look for
Ansem the Wise. He eventually finds him, and rescues him from a group of Nobodies. Ansem then attempts to
use his machine to convert Kingdom Hearts into data, but was unsuccessful and vanishes when the machine
explodes. Mickey explains that one cannot live in a world without light nor darkness. Xemnas then blocks out
King Mickey and Kairi from participating in the final fight, first by launching a building at him and Kairi,
closing the door to Kingdom Hearts, and later closing the dark portal to the Destiny Islands, preventing
Mickey, Kairi, Donald, and Goofy from returning to aid Sora and Riku. Soon after, Mickey sends Sora, Riku,
and Kairi a bottled letter. When bugs appear in the digital system, he decides to create a data version of Sora to
fix them. After disposing of them with the Star Seeker, he tries to leave the library to check the castle, but
finds himself locked in, along with Jiminy, Donald, and Goofy. Somehow, they have been transported into the
digital journal itself. While in the journal, he joins forces with Data-Sora and the journal itself in the form of
Riku to dispatch the Heartless and debug the digital world. Preparing for another adventure, Mickey requests
to be taken into the digital world again to solve this new mystery. Mickey writing the letter to Sora. After
everything in the journal was restored, Mickey returns to the real world to write the letter to Sora to tell him
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about those who need him to heal their sadness, and a new journey is about to begin. Their discussion quickly
shifts towards the topic of Master Xehanort, who Mickey is stunned to learn will return due to the defeat of his
Heartless, Ansem, and his Nobody, Xemnas, and the subsequent restoration of Xehanort. Fearing that they
may have to fight more than a "single one of Xehanort", Yen Sid orders Mickey to bring Sora and Riku before
him so that they may take the Mark of Mastery exam. Maleficent demands that Mickey hand the Datascape
over to her, but Mickey refuses. Lea arrives and helps free Minnie. Mickey orders Maleficent to leave, and he
and his friends return to the Mysterious Tower. Mickey accuses Xehanort of ruining the lives of his friends.
Later on, when Sora and Riku do not return from the Sleeping Worlds at the expected time, Mickey enters and
finds Riku in Where Nothing Gathers, using a Stopza spell to freeze Young Xehanort and help him save the
comatose Sora, but Xehanort remains unaffected by the spell and knocks Mickey aside in order to battle Riku.
As Master Xehanort prepares to turn Sora into a vessel for a piece of his heart, Xemnas physically restrains
Mickey from rescuing him. Lea arrives in time to protect Sora, and Ansem responds by releasing his
Guardian, who grabs Mickey and Riku, but is knocked out by Donald and Goofy. Riku is named a Keyblade
Master for this and Mickey congratulates his friend, but is shocked when Lea summons his own Keyblade.
Along their journey, Sora and Riku also cross paths with two past incarnations of Mickey: Yen Sid then
assigns Riku and Mickey the mission to rescue Aqua and gives the two Keyblade Masters new clothes from
the three fairies to shield them from the darkness. Other Appearances[ edit ] Kingdom Hearts Re: Mickey
Mouse Mickey is an anthropomorphic mouse with black fur, round ears of the same color, and a thin, long,
black tail. The fur on his face is cream-colored.
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Chapter 5 : Summerhall | edinburghfestivalsforkids
Publishers Circulation Corp. is a publisher of children's books. Some of the books published by Publishers Circulation
Corp. include The Delinquents, The Flying Boy, Melvin Howard's Fireside Chats, and Miratambo Moonsong.

Michelangelo first appears in a conversation with Shadow Jones after the 17 year time skip, having dropped
all his ninja attire and now sporting a frayed sleeveless vest and jeans. When at home, he is also seen wearing
a muscle shirt and sweatpants. The belt he wears is also different than Raphael and Donatello, in that is more
like a traditional human belt with a buckle, rather than the typical martial arts sash. Well known for being
jovial, light-hearted and a prankster, cursed Michelangelo emerges as serious, thoughtful and pessimistic.
Cursed Michelangelo is similar to the other cursed versions of his brothers in that it enhances his flaws to the
extreme. Where the usual Mikey is happy and enjoys making his brothers smile even at the cost of his own
pride, dark Mikey would rather leave them to themselves to suffer their own cursed fate and live his separate
albeit fairly normal life on his own. Normal Mikey was not particularly self-sacrificing or brave, although
protective when necessary and rising to any challenge that threatened his family. He cares deeply for his
family but his fear of the emotional pain involved in being a ninja, and his need for self-preservation lead his
dark self practically abandoning Raphael and Donatello and completely leaving his life as a ninja in favor of a
quiet life with April and her family. Without his brothers to entertain and be the foil for he becomes quiet,
introverted and passionate about his writing. When presented with the challenge of helping Shadow fight for
Davianna in Chapter 4: Business with the Purple Dragons! He breaks down, frozen until Shadow returns and
apologizes, although it is evident that he agrees. During his fight on Christmas eve, believing Shadow to be
dead because of his careless and selfish pursuit of writing about the Purple Dragons and the NYC Foot he is
able to conquer his fear and fight, having lost all hope of rescuing her and only having the life of her young
friend Davianna Wallace. He appears to overcome the effects of the Curse of Yamata-no-Orochi when
Raphael comes to his aid during the fight with the Elite ninja Eikichi Gotoh and he makes the decision that he
is going to protect his brother for once, instead of always being protected in Chapter And So the Pages Turn
This significant event changes his heart and mind as he finally understands that he was incomplete without the
bond of his brothers. He realizes he missed feeling joy, and bringing joy to his family and decides to combine
both aspects of his personality so he can be whole once again. It is not yet well understood how Mikey broke
his curse, though in Chapter Once he returns to his normal self he once again becomes light-hearted, joyful
and excitable, leading Leonardo to believe he may have never been cursed in the first place. Biography In the
Prologue , Michelangelo Hamato is still a year-old turtle living in a lair in the sewer with his brothers Raphael
, Leonardo and Donatello and their father Splinter. Michelangelo convinces Raphael to join him for sparring,
catching him in the middle of an argument with Leo upon their return from the surface. Leo intervenes and
sends Mikey to Donatello to treat his wound. After Leo is subsequently consumed by the curse, Donnie leaves
Mikey to investigate until Raphael returns looking for the Shell Cell to contact Splinter, and then tries to
explain what has happened to a hesitant Michelangelo. Not believing Raphael because he again attacks him,
Mikey runs away from Raph only to discover an unconscious Donnie and Leo waiting in the shadows. Still
fearing an attack from Raph, Mikey ignores Leo who takes the opportunity to try and kill him. Raphael comes
to his defense and is seriously wounded by Leonardo as he steps in front of Mikey to protect him. Confused
but understanding what Raph has done for him, Mikey teams up with Donnie and knocks Leo to the side,
giving them a moment to recover. While Donatello tries to buy them time to get away, Mikey has to hold
Raph back from charging Leo as he attacks Donnie. Splinter arrives but fails to completely destroy the curse
by transferring it to his own body and telling Leo to kill him. Heartbroken at the loss of his father, Leo leaving
for Japan and the broken trust and bond with his brothers, Michelangelo seeks out April and asks to move in
with her. According to a flashback in Chapter 3: Broken Brotherhood - Burden from "Back Then" , he returns
later to the a lair in the sewer for his things and the chasm between he and Raphael begins as his brother tries
to convince him that the whole ordeal was partly his fault for convincing Raphael to open the package.
Undaunted, likely because he realizes his curiosity may have been careless but there was no way he could
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have predicted the outcome, he leaves Raphael to his bitterness and guilt, but in the process also leaves his
happiness. Michelangelo appears in the events 17 years later when Davianna Wallace stops in to have tea with
his niece Shadow Jones , sharing their grief in Chapter 2: He observes from hiding that Davianna cried,
something that seems to have slipped by Shadow as she claims that as a writer, he understands people and
emotions better than she does. At the funeral Shadow confronts Raphael and is horrified to learn that he has
brought along Renoir who is actually Augustus in a new form who tries to convince his younger sister Carole
Amherst of his identity. Also horrified, calling him an abomination, Michelangelo grabs and throws the
younger turtle off Carole and in to Raphael. The next day in Chapter 3: Broken Brotherhood - Burden from
"Back Then" , Michelangelo catches Renoir sneaking in through the bathroom window when he hears Shadow
scream. He recalls the events to Renoir of when he left the lair, pointing out that from that point Raphael was
consumed by guilt and tried to pull Michelangelo in to his downward spiral of self-destruction. Mikey refused
to succumb to his attempts and effectively disowned him, telling Raph that he tries to pull people down so he
is not alone in his misery. Mikey no longer desires to bolster the mood or support his passionate brother and
leaves Raph alone with his guilt. He tries to show Renoir that Raphael was not always so violent and grumpy,
but that he grew to be that way after drowning in his misery for so long. Renoir challenges him asking if he is
not trusted then why give him so much personal information about his family. Michelangelo admits he has an
ulterior motive of helping Renoir help Raph, since he is no longer able to do it himself. He accuses Mikey of
being glad Splinter died so he could have a happy life with April and Casey and Shadow, again trying to make
him admit that they both were responsible for the murder of their father. Still not buying into the guilt Mikey
only sympathetically comforts Raph in his misery of being abandoned and guilt ridden, again playing his part
as the support to his brother after he absorbs the chaos not only for himself, but for Michelangelo as well. The
following morning in Chapter 4: When Raphael awakens he begrudgingly thanks Mikey after insulting him
for his support and Mikey acknowledges him after he leaves. The bridge of communication between the two is
finally at least open, although still very shaky. A bit later Shadow calls Michelangelo asking for help to fight
off some Purple Dragons to rescue Davianna. He tells her to call the police and come home but Shadow
refuses saying the Dragons have police connections. She brings up that they had always protected innocents,
trying to stir him up enough to want to help but it triggers an internal battle for Michelangelo. Renoir leaves
him to help Shadow. When Shadow returns safely in Chapter 5: The Untimely Clash - Raphael vs.
Michelangelo , Michelangelo is struggling writing his next novel, concerned about his reputation and career,
and his inability to focus ever since Raphael came back into his life. He sees his diary and believes he may
have an answer to both problems. Raphael arrives with Renoir to have his book report corrected for Davianna.
The fight continues in Chapter 8: In his later struggle to write he realizes that his creativity was tied to his past
self, the happy-go-lucky and carefree younger version of himself. He consults his journal to inspire his
imagination, leading to Raphael beating him when he finds out what he did. Raphael accuses Michelangelo of
making money off murdering their father, which Mikey denies doing. He continues to beat Mikey, yelling at
him that he is denying reality until Mikey begins to fight back, both physically and verbally. He points out that
Raphael is the one running away, isolating himself and eventually taking in Renoir to pretend that he is what
Raphael wants to be. Unable to lift Raphael to throw him, Michelangelo continues to suffer. He tells Raphael
that he meditated for an entire year on his decision to leave behind his life whereas Raph spend mere seconds
to decided that Mikey was a traitor. Raphael breaks his hand in fury, then the other when Mikey says he can
still type with one hand. Reeling in pain Mikey lectures Raphael on the short term reward for harming
himâ€”that no matter how much he beats on him it will not bring Splinter backâ€”and that everything and
everyone must move on and that it is not his fault that Raphael chooses to dwell on the past and linger forever
in his guilt. Angered past any point of reason Raphael attempts to take one last, fatal blow to his brother but is
stopped by Shadow. She puts herself in his path in order to stop him from killing her uncle. Mikey silently
begs Raph to come to his senses before he hurts Shadow, who asks him to stop and for everything to just be
okay again. Raphael has a moment to remember standing with Mikey, supporting each other and caring for
each other. When he "awakens" from his rage he is horrified at what he has done. Raphael apologizes and
attempts to help Mikey in Chapter 9: Deeper in the Abyss. Understanding that Raphael was not really himself
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and no longer feeling the need to widen the rift between them, Mikey tells him it is okay. When Raph
continues and tried to help him up Mikey slaps his hand away and tells him not to touch him, and to leave.
Raphael, feeling even more rejected and guilty than before, complies. Renoir wishes to stay but Mikey turns
him down, telling him to be with Raph because he needs him more than ever. The police arrive and just as he
fears he must reveal himself, he and Shadow are saved by the timely return of April and Casey Jones who had
been on a second honeymoon. Enter Casey and April!!! Shadow tries to cheer him up and is glad to hear the
Mikey does still care about Raph. As he finishes up wrapping his Christmas presents in Chapter The Crimson
Christmas , Michelangelo is interrupted by a note launched through the window with a shuriken telling him
the fate of two innocent girls depends on his arrival at the given address. Feeling his past calling him more
strongly than it has in a very long time, Michelangelo dons his bandana, sheds his human clothing and again
wields his chosen weapons, his nunchaku , ready to dive back in to the work of pain and darkness. He leaves
without telling anyone, unknowingly crossing paths with Renoir on his way bringing Shadow home. Back into
the Shadows shows Michelangelo coming across a cat that reminds him of his first human Christmas, when he
found Klunk , and he wonders if it is an omen that his past has now caught up with him and is truly a part of
his current reality. He enters the battlefield and begins to recall the lessons he learned long ago from Splinter,
using his natural abilities to try and gain the upper hand. After being pelted with shuriken and lying defeated
because he still refuses to fight, he realizes they never meant to bargain and that they meant to kill both him
and the girls. With nothing left to lose he becomes enraged and begins to fight back, wishing at the very least
end that he can end his life getting revenge for Shadow. As he fights his skill returns and when he finally gets
his hands on his weapons, his nunchaku , a part of him awakens and he launches in to a full on assault of the
NYC Foot, embracing his former abilities to fight and enjoy it. Casey arrives in the middle of the fight to
assist him and tells Mikey that Shadow and Davianna are both alive. On hearing the news Michelangelo
collapses, his motive for fighting lost and relief giving way to exhaustion. Raphael and Donatello arrive and
enter the battle, and Raph awakens a confused Mikey to haul him to safety. Mikey asks him why he came and
Raphael hassles him, telling him he only partially commits to these changes, holding on to his memories when
he leaves the ninja life behind, and forgetting his bond with his brothers when he returns. Michelangelo weeps
hearing that Raph still considers him his brother and will always be there for him, for better or for worse. The
two are stopped by Eikichi who attacks Raphael by temporarily blinding him with bloody snow then swinging
his ono axe in an attempt to kill him. Michelangelo is thrown in to the memory of Raphael protecting him
from Leo all those years ago, and as Raph continues in the present to tell him he will protect him no matter
what, Mikey decides it is time to stop running and being protected and it is time to accept his fate and
responsibilities and do what he should have done years ago.
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Hey Everyone! Since the first two were uber long, I decided to just post Leo and Raph's chapter first and then tomorrow
Mikey and Donnie's will be out tomorrow. Sorry for not being on to post much on this.

Found this one on the xkcd logic puzzle forum. I really like it. Puzzle You are the most eligible bachelor in the
kingdom, and as such the King has invited you to his castle so that you may choose one of his three daughters
to marry. The eldest princess is honest and always tells the truth. The youngest princess is dishonest and
always lies. The middle princess is mischievous and tells the truth sometimes and lies the rest of the time. As
you will be forever married to one of the princesses, you want to marry the eldest truth-teller or the youngest
liar because at least you know where you stand with them. The problem is that you cannot tell which sister is
which just by their appearance, and the King will only grant you ONE yes or no question which you may only
address to ONE of the sisters. What yes or no question can you ask which will ensure you do not marry the
middle sister? Help Hint Although you might be able to solve this puzzle using a meta-question along the lines
of "if I asked them what you would say if Also, the question you ask can be something that all three sisters
definitely know the true answer to. Answer Assume the three sisters are standing in a straight line. As the
sister in the middle, "Is your sister on your right older than your sister on your left? Solution There are three
four possible cases. The sister standing in the middle could be the eldest, in which case she would answer
truthfully. In this case, you should marry whichever sister she claims is younger, as this will be the youngest
sister of the three. If the sister standing in the middle is the youngest, then she will lie to you. Thus you want
to marry the sister she identifies as the younger, who will actually be the elder of the two, and as such the
eldest sister of the three. Cases 3 and 4 are that you are actually asking the middle-aged sister, and she either
answers truthfully or falsely. But in either case, you can select the sister she claims is younger, as that sister
would either be the youngest or the eldest of the three. So always selecting the sister indicated to be the
youngest leaves you with an acceptable outcome.
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Remember that no matter your beliefs, so long as you seek the betterment of yourself, others, and the proliferation of
happiness and truth, I support you, and I practice with you. My art is inspired by the styles of sugarmable dracky.

Yep, nothing could ruin this holiday for the Hamato family! Oh yeah, except for one of their own members.
But what if there were spirits, to show the true meaning of Christmas to even the worst grouch? If it does,
great! But is the damage already done? All turtles are 10, except for Mikey, who is 9. Who knew to get a break
you have to work so hard! W, everyone is like ten years old. Except Mikey, who is still nine. Everyone was
wearing an ugly sweater Mikey made them. They were all singing Christmas carols together as one huge
family. All except for one particular turtle, Raphael. Even though it was Christmas Eve, he was in such a
horrible mood. And why do you have to wear ugly sweaters just to get presents. It was all stupid if you asked
him. You shall not argue on Christmas Eve. It is a time of getting together and spending time as family. I am
too looking forward for my Christmas gift. What did you ask for Christmas? I yearn for your safety and for
you to love on another. I wish for you to never give up hope, love one another, and for forgiveness. Not a
random day out of the year. Seriously, how do you guys enjoy this holiday! We just pretend to like them to
make you feel better. Donnie always worked hard on his gifts, and he wanted his family to love it. We get to
pray with each other as a family and plus, we get to eat a delicious meal! Is that what you like Leo? Well you
know, all that food just makes you fat. And then you end up looking ugly. All that grease gives you pimples
and makes your belly pop out. Leo just shook his head. It was fun to eat together as a family. Donnie and Leo
begged Raph not to tell with their eyes. That Santa is real? Mikey nodded his head eagerly. And Master
Splinter is the one who writes the notes wishing us a "Merry Christmas. You are to go to be this instance!
Raph just glared at him and headed to his room. Finally, Mikey looked at Leo and Donnie. Does Santa really
not exist? Donnie and Leo glanced at each other, and had a silent agreement. They would let Mikey figure it
out for himself, just like they did. But at least he felt a little bit better. Do I eat too much on Christmas? Your
just strong because you train so much and your just amazing that way. Donnie just stared at the ground, a
wistful look in his eyes. Finally, Mikey spoke up. Master Splinter smiled at this. It warmed his heart how they
were always there for each other. I just shared my opinion and told the truth. Dad always tells me not to lie,
and I tell the truth and end up getting in trouble for it! I want to take a nap before we have to stay up late and
party. Ghost can take many different forms, and so I decided to take the form of your younger brother,
Donatello. Raph looked uncertain, and stuck his hand through the ghost. Surprisingly, it went right through it.
Raph began to tremor, there was a real live ghost in his house, the scary stories he made his father tell him
were true. You will get visited by two more ghost after me. The ghost of Christmas present and the ghost of
Christmas future. I thought ghost were meant for Halloween. I have something to show you. He squinted his
eyes, waiting for an impact, but none came. As he opened his eyes, he saw that they were back in the dojo, but
it was different. They were all little kids again, at least five years old. You were all so happy. Now look what
happened the next day on Christmas morning. I got my new comics! You said you wanted a new helmet like
three weeks ago. But I really wanted a pet turtle. Could you come here for a moment? Bringing out the present
behind his back with an enormous smile in his face, Mikey said "Open! You gave me a box. You got to open it
Raphie! With an embarrassed look on his face, Raph slowly opened the box, and what he saw in there was
enough to bring him tears of joy. It was a real live, light green, small turtle. Mikey actually got him a turtle!
How did you get this? And then Mikey reminded us how bad you wanted a pet turtle. So we got you one. This
is so awesome! The others nodded their heads, indicating they would also like to know what their new
member of the family was called. Raph thought about it for a few minutes. The name needed to be just right.
Raph turned away from the vision. This was too much to watch, the guilt just kept rising. No way was he
getting reprimanded by a ghost known for his old toys and food. Then he snapped his fingers and Raph ended
up in his room, alone. The ghost of Christmas past was gone. That ghost was getting on my last nerve.
Suddenly, a pale figure that looked like Leo popped up. Or are you actually one of my brothers this time? Not
like present as gift. Just hold me hand. The ghost dragged Raphael towards the kitchen, where his brothers
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were eating lunch. The ghost just nodded. Now be quiet and watch what is happening. You know, since were
going to have this huge feast tonight. Leo and Donnie just looked at Mikey wistfully. As Mikey came back to
the table, he noticed Donnie taking apart something. Donnie told his brothers.
Chapter 8 : Rudy: "Truth isn't truth"
Raph stuttered, looking over at Mikey who somehow managed a grin that pulled off both embarrassed and mischievous.
"Don't give me that look, Mikey. This is serious.

Chapter 9 : List of Digimon Fusion characters - Wikipedia
In Mutant Ninja Turtles Gaiden, Michelangelo Hamato (usually known simply as Mikey) is the adopted son of Hamato
Splinter, along with his brothers Leonardo, Raphael and Donatello.
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